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INTRODUCTION: THE PRODUCT CANVAS

For this product canvas, I chose to explore Evernote and primarily, though its mobile app, improve upon features 
and UX to help drive a specific goal that is a sub-goal of the Evernote product ecosystem. 

For supporting the canvas, I have included research and UX artifacts like personas, user journey maps, user stories 
and user flows. This presentation concludes with the actionable deliverables and directions for sprints as the next 
steps in implementation of the ideas discussed. 

Evernote is a cross-platform app designed to help 
individuals and teams capture, organize, find, and share 
ideas. It is developed by the Evernote Corporation, a private 
company headquartered in Redwood City, California. 

Industries: Technology 
Location: United States

What is Evernote?

Evernote is a software product that is used 
globally and spans across multiple industries. 
It deals with helping users organize, access 
and share information. 

Evernote uses good UX to solve major 
problems for their users and for their app as 
well. They also have some problems, which I 
used to inform my goals for this product 
canvas exercise. 

Why choose Evernote?
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THE PRODUCT CANVAS

Evernote

NAME: GOAL:

Number of users registered, Number of premium 
subscriptions, profit, and likability of the app 
(reviews and ratings) measured by % change

METRICS:

TARGET GROUP: BIG PICTURE PRODUCT DETAILS

Get more basic (non-paying) users to 
convert into premium (paying) users. 

The target user group need not be 
tech savvy, but must have a need 
for organizing information in their 
personal and/or professional lives. 

From research, the user group is 
predominantly urban, and 
encompasses business 
professionals, students, and self 
employed individuals. 

The age range is wide, and covers 
users from 15 years to over 55 
years.  

For details on target group including personas, 
please visit the Product Details slide (No. 6) 

The proposed changes in the product are intended to 
generate revenue by simplifying the user flows for two 
different tiers - the basic (free) and the premium (paid). This 
has been outlined by using user journey mapping to identify 
the potential features that users would be willing to upgrade 
to a premium membership for.  

These features have then been mapped out from Evernote’s 
website and through user flows, separated and elucidated 
on how best users can be persuaded to upgrade for 
premium features without affecting their current basic (non-
paying) tier flow experience.  

For details on the big picture, including user journey mapping for using the app, 
features in different tiers, and workflows, please visit the Big Picture slides (No. 7-9) 

Sprint Goal 1: 
Using Pareto principle, identify, 
understand and reorganize the 20% 
of existing app features that 80% of 
the users are using and paying for.  

Sprint Goal 1: 
Remove or reorder features from app  
that are used by different sized user 
groups, using findings from previous 
sprint. 

For details on actionable deliverables user stores 
and acceptance criteria, please visit the Product 
Details slide (No. 10) 
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THE PRODUCT CANVAS ELABORATED: GOAL

Evernote is a note taking app that aims to make information organized, accessible and 
shareable for users. It has about 200 million users worldwide and valued at over 1 billion 
dollars. 

Over 19,000 new users sign up everyday onto the app. However, the majority users of the 
app are on the basic plan - meaning and they do not contribute in revenue to Evernote. 
Of this, only 3.75% of users are premium users who generate revenue for Evernote. 

I want to use this product canvas to figure out changes and improvements in the app that 
might result in more premium (paying) users, and thus revenue for Evernote. 

Product Canvas Goal: Get more registered basic (non-paying) users in 
Evernote to convert into premium (paying) users. 

Evernote Business Goal: Help individuals and teams capture, access, 
organize, find, and share ideas in all forms including text, pictures, web clips 
and more. 

EVERNOTE’S GOAL AS  
A PRODUCT/SERVICE

GOAL FOR THIS 
 PRODUCT CANVAS

The goal for this product canvas 
focuses on a specific aspect of 
Evernote’s larger goal and 
mission.
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THE PRODUCT CANVAS ELABORATED: METRICS AND KPIs

Staying clear of Vanity Metrics, I decided to focus only on Actionable metrics which can drive business decisions about the 
product’s iterations, goals and future design / UX sprints.  

These would be both quantitative and qualitative to get a fuller, and rounded picture of the product’s performance. The 
indicators would be measured in % change since they provide a previous reference as well over time. 

Goal: Get more registered basic (non-paying) users in Evernote to convert 
into premium (paying) users. 

TIMELINE / FREQUENCY  
OF MEASURING

New User Registration
Likeability** 

(Rating / Reviews)
Premium Subscription Profit

3% INCREASE 4.4 Rating on App/
Play store

10% TARGET (6% 
INCREASE) 3% INCREASE***

Evernote metrics Store reviews, Third 
party rating services Evernote Metrics Evernote Metrics

Weekly Monthly Monthly Quarterly

SOURCE OF DATA

ANNUAL 
TARGET

KPI / MEASURE* ACTIONABLE  
METRICS MEASURABLE

TIME BOUND

KPI
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* I wanted the KPIs to also include qualitative data (like reviews) to get a more complete picture of the app’s performance - often times, quantitative data doesn’t give insights into their value. 
** While ‘likeability’ can be tricky to measure, one way would be to use a service like Amazon Comprehend to look at frequency and use of specific positive and negative keywords in reviews to 
identify and gauge user’s reactions through reviews.  
*** While revenue seems the standard measure, focusing on profit forces us on considering streaming operations and true cost of design features, thereby resulting in a better UX for the app, and 
also give sprints a consideration of true cost of features, and change.



THE PRODUCT CANVAS ELABORATED:  
TARGET GROUP

The target user group need not be 
tech savvy, but must have a need for 
organizing information in their 
personal and/or professional lives. 

From research, the user group is 
predominantly urban, and 
encompasses business 
professionals, students, and self 
employed individuals. 

The age range is wide, and covers 
users from students, business 
professionals, writers and self 
employed individuals. Their age 
ranges from about 15 years to over 
55 years. 
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THE PRODUCT CANVAS ELABORATED: BIG PICTURE - User Journey Maps

Organize a note according to 
personal / business purpose and 

under a notebook with tags.

PHASES

EMOTIONAL   
INCLINATION  

OF USER  
TOWARDS 

PAYING

ONBOARDING TAKING A NOTE ORGANIZING A NOTE SHARING A NOTE ARCHIVING

ACTIONS Sign up, App Tour Quick note Add 
Attachments

Use TagsSave 
Shortcuts

Use 
Notebooks

Integrate 
Services

Custom 
Groups

Outside App Export Secure 
Archival

Scan /  
text OCR

CURRENT  
FEATURES

IDEAS FOR 
REDESIGN

NOTES /  
INSIGHTS

OPPORTUNITY  
POINTS The on-boarding process explains 

the features in the app in a very 
engaging and professional manner. 

A screens pops up, asking the user 
to consider upgrading to the 
premium tier so that they will be 
able to do more. 

Instead of screens while on 
boarding, hint at extra features 
available in premium after user 
invests time and data into the app. 

As a freemium model, let the user 
find the need for premium features 
themselves and justify their 
relevance rather be direct. 

With additional features such as 
OCR, templates and attachments 
from web clippings - a user can be 
persuaded to upgrade to premium

Attachments until 25Mb, and free 
OCT and Scanning features are 
available for all tiers, including basic

Prompt the user that there are 
additional features available if they 
want to use them. But they need to 
upgrade to premium account for it. 

Quick notes should be emphasized, 
and the additional features of 
attachments and OCR can be 
integrated into it. 

People want numerous notebooks, 
and a large number of tags to 
organize their notes for quick 
finding. 

Basic version has 250 notebooks, 
and 100,000 tags, which are beyond 
any individual’s use limit. 

Notebooks and tags can be limited 
to a few with the basic tier. 
Shortcuts can be linked to tags. 

Run a sprint to determine how many 
notebooks the average user use, 
and make half of that number 
available in the basic version

Users need to share notes, lists and 
other forms in their original form. 
This can be done with view/edit 
settings, and through external app 
integrations like google drive etc

Share notes only on Evernote, and 
only in editable format. Process is 
cumbersome and goes in the form 
of an email. 

Make sharing intuitive, but prompt 
that with premium, users can control 
viewership, and edibility, and share 
across multiple platforms in any 
format

Might want to make sharing and 
collaboration as intuitive as Google 
keep. 

Notebooks can be exported as a 
singular pdf file (useful for yearly 
review of meetings, classes, or 
accounts)

There is no feature to export a 
notebook, only to make it available 
offline. 

Add an export option but only 
as .txt in the basic version, and as 
PDF, RTF, or other formats in the 
premium version. 

Might want to consider printing the 
notebook as. Hardcopy to further 
build on online-offline domain 
(similar to google photos)

Looking for an app that can take, 
store and organize notes. Low 

expectations for an app. 

Take a quick note during meetings 
or classes and perhaps attach a file 

or a picture to it. 

Share notes with family or co-
workers, perhaps allow them to 
collaboratively work on it too. 

Want to export an entire collection 
of notes as a single digital file to 

archive or to print and store

LEAST LIKELY TO PAY FOR FEATURE

VERY LIKELY TO PAY FOR FEATURE

Ui and Quality  
of app

Ease of taking note

Scan text 
or OCR

Use different 
notebooks 

Organize notes 
across notebooks 
with tags

Share notes with 
only view/edit into 
groups outside app Export notebooks 

into PDF’s or 
other format

Secure notebooks 
into an archive / print 
them as books

Need for a note-taking app
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THE PRODUCT CANVAS ELABORATED: BIG PICTURE - Understanding App features / IA 

Understanding Evernote’s freemium model through comparison 
of features between the various tiers of the app. 

The only differences are in number of notebooks, synced 
devices, and note size. However, these differences are not 
pressing or required enough for users to consider upgrading to 
the premium tier.  

This leaves a large chunk of the user base still in the Basic (non-
paying) tier which doesn’t result in revenue generation for the 
company.  

The features highlighted to the right can be reorganized 
between the basic and the premium tiers to persuade basic 
users to become premium members. 
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THE PRODUCT CANVAS ELABORATED: BIG PICTURE - Workflows / UI

Using user flows to segregate the 
features and drawing a distinction 
between the basic and premium 
tier flows help us get a clear idea 
of how users might use features 
shifted into premium tier 
(templates, tags, and sharing etc) 

This also helps us to visualize the 
simplification of flow of the basic, 
important tasks - namely note 
taking and sharing on Evernote.  

Section of flow inside the green 
zone are the extra features for 
premium tiers and outside it for the 
basic tiers.  
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Action Plan: 
• Understand most used, and popular 

features of App. 

• Come up with ways to arrange basic 
and premium features in hierarchy. 

• De-clutter the app and help users find 
features they need. 

• Demonstrate to users what more they 
can achieve with premium features 
and how. 

• Nudge users with passive prompts 
and easy process to upgrade to 
premium tier.

THE PRODUCT CANVAS ELABORATED: PRODUCT DETAILS
https://www.romanpichler.com/blog/effective-sprint-goals/

Goal: USING PARETO PRINCIPLE, IDENTIFY, UNDERSTAND AND 
REORGANIZE THE 20% OF EXISTING APP FEATURES THAT 80% OF 
THE USERS ARE USING AND ARE PAYING FOR.  

Actionable Deliverables: 
• List of features and why they work. 
• User-flows of these features. 
• Usability Tested models for re-organizing features into different tiers.  

The time for this sprint can be 2-3 weeks, and the team can measure the 
outcomes of the sprint with existing data, and a user testing and survey 
of a prototype. 

Goal:  
Get more registered basic (non-
paying) users in Evernote to convert 
into premium (paying) users. 

User Stories*: 

As (Drew,) a basic Evernote user, I want an easy way to know what more the app can do so 
that I can decide if it is really worth paying for.  

As (Emily,) a new note-taking user, I want the features of the app to be lucid so that I can 
use only those features relevant for my needs. 

As (Susan,) a longtime Evernote user, I want to know how premium features can help me so 
that I can upgrade to it from basic if I need to. 

Sprint 1

Goal: REMOVE OR REORDER FEATURES FROM APP USED BY 
DIFFERENT SIZED USER GROUPS USING FINDINGS FROM PREVIOUS 
SPRINT. 

Actionable Deliverables: 
• Use patterns of features by different user groups. 
• User Stories, and User-flows of these features. 
• Prototype of the app with re-organised features that are user group 

centered. 

The time for this sprint can be 4 weeks, and the team can measure the 
outcomes of the sprint with user testing of the prototype of the app and 
using % change measure for KPIs to measure popularity / premium 
registration.

Sprint 2

*Using earlier made personas for the user stories give them a richer narrative and 
more data points with insights into behavior, age group, use and background. 
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Evernote tries to bridge the world of analog and digital. It offers a plethora of useful 
features which sometimes may become overwhelming and render the user with no need 
at all for a premium subscription.  

Using the product canvas methodology, and subsequent design sprints, we can trim down 
on the features and on the hierarchy of their availability in different tiers. Moreover, 
categorizing these features according to their user base size and use frequency will help 
make better decisions in refining the different tiers of the app, and result in a measurable 
increase in revenue through increase in premium user base.  

CONCLUSION

The app has a clean UX with 
interesting and engaging UI. 
It has a good on boarding 
experience and lucid 
interfaces.  

Trying to do everything 
everywhere confuses the user. 
Lack of hierarchy in features, 
and their availability across 
various tiers can be improved 
to result in a more usable, 
less daunting and more 
profitable product.  

WHAT WORKS WHAT CAN BE IMPROVED 
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Thank You for reading
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